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Cluster virtualization is a promising approach to construct customized execution environ-
ments for Grid users. However, Virtual-Machine Cluster (VCluster) comes with the cost of
the overhead caused by virtual machines, which therefore degrades system performance.
In this paper, we propose a novel hybrid cluster model, namely TopCluster. By exploiting
a Hybrid Batch System (HyBS) mechanism, TopCluster can flexibly allocate both physi-
cal or virtualized resources via a unified front-end. To reduce the overhead caused by
the dynamic deployment of virtual machines and applications, we also propose a value-
based deployment strategy along with TopCluster. An XML-based Application Deployment
Description Language (ADDL) is also newly proposed to describe properties, installation
procedure, and configuration operations of applications. A prototype system has been im-
plemented and a series of experiments was conducted to evaluate TopCluster by replaying
a real world trace. Results show that TopCluster can averagely generate 24.6% and 46.8%
higher system throughput, 26.3% and 110.6% higher resource utility, and 35.1% and 56.1%
lower waiting time of jobs than two commonly applied cluster models in Grid: Traditional
Physical Cluster (PCluster) and VCluster.

© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In high performance computing, clusters are often used in two models: the Traditional Physical Cluster (PCluster) model
and the Virtual-Machine Cluster (VCluster) model. The PCluster model has a cluster scheduler (e.g., OpenPBS [1]) deployed
on the front node of the PCluster model and used to allocate physical cluster nodes for jobs directly submitted to the cluster
scheduler by the users. As a cluster of clusters, Grid [2] exploits the PCluster model to integrate resources of clusters.
It utilizes resource management services to directly submit jobs to cluster schedulers. For example, the Grid Resource
Allocation Management (GRAM) of Globus Toolkits [3] supports various local resource managers (e.g., Condor [4], PBS [1],
and LSF [5]). However, the hardware and software configurations of GRAM are not changeable. Therefore, the PCluster model
is not flexible enough to meet user requirements (e.g., customized operating system configuration). The VCluster model has
Virtual Machines (VMs) constructed on its physical nodes, which are therefore used to create virtual clusters. Users submit
jobs to these virtual clusters instead of the physical nodes. In the VCluster model, each virtual machine is usually dedicated
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to a single user. Users are permitted to choose virtual machines with a preferred operating system configured based on
the users’ needs. So, in terms of customization, VCluster is better than PCluster; however, this benefit of VCluster is gained
at the cost of the overhead caused by its virtual machines. The authors of [40] indicated that both the VMware and Xen
hypervisors have certain overhead. For many benchmarks, the overhead varies from 10% to 40%. Therefore, the overhead
caused by VMs is an issue that needs to be addressed.

To reduce the overhead inherited in the VCluster model, we propose a novel hybrid cluster model in this paper, denoted
as TopCluster. As opposed to VCluster, TopCluster relies on the original cluster scheduler (e.g., OpenPBS [1]) deployed on a
physical cluster to schedule jobs and manage all (physical and virtual) resources. We denote this mechanism as Hybrid Batch
System (HyBS) in this paper. With HyBS, TopCluster can flexibly allocate physical or virtualized resources for users’ jobs; if
qualified physical resources exist for a job request, then these resources are directly allocated. Otherwise, a virtual cluster
is dynamically deployed and allocated for the job. By doing so, the overhead caused by virtualization can be avoided due to
the mechanism of direct manipulating physical resources whenever it is feasible; while virtualization (e.g., customization)
can still be utilized and benefited from when necessary.

To construct a customized cluster in TopCluster, as same as VCluster, two levels of deployment are required: one (low
level) is to efficiently create and deploy virtual machines on physical clusters, and the other (high level) is to dynamically
deploy (i.e., install and configure) applications (i.e., services and software) to virtual clusters created by these virtual ma-
chines. The low level deployment has been well studied in many literatures (e.g., [6–9]). The high level deployment (i.e.,
dynamic deployment of applications) has not however received enough attention. A common solution is to package appli-
cations, libraries and operating systems as a single image. However, packaging is of limitations, especially in the following
two situations:

(1) Packages of scientific applications may update frequently, because new features may be continually introduced to the
applications and it is quite common to find bugs caused by, for example, mistakes of programming, absence of important
functions, unacceptable low performance, after a release.

(2) Users may need applications with a specific version. On one hand, it is not always true that the mostly updated version
is definitely better than its previous versions. On the other hand, the users may need to compare results of different
versions of a same application.

Therefore, a package creator needs to maintain all versions of applications. If the applications are statically deployed in
a package, the package creator will have to recreate the package frequently from time to time. It is not hard to imagine
that the number of packages created for all the versions of the applications will be very large and increase rapidly. With
the dynamic deployment of applications, the package creator only needs to create a naked image of an operating system,
without any scientific applications installed on it. Applications can be dynamically deployed according to the demands of
users. In this paper, we propose a cluster model to facilitate such a dynamic deployment of applications directly or indirectly
demanded by users.

As discussed above, in order to fully take advantage of resource virtualization, applications should be dynamically de-
ployed; however, doing so would unavoidably cause overhead from the following two aspects. Aspect 1: regarding virtual
machines, the system has to create profile files, transfer image files, and boot these virtual machines. Aspect 2: in terms of
applications, the system has to download, unpackage, uncompress, copy, compile, install, and configure them. In order to
reduce deployment overhead, along with TopCluster, we also propose a value-based strategy for the dynamic deployment
of virtual machines and applications. For Aspect 1, when there is no enough free space left for a new virtual machine, the
value-based strategy selects already deployed virtual machines with less value to destroy in order to free space for the new
virtual machine. For Aspect 2, when there is no enough free space left to install a new application, the strategy chooses
already deployed applications being of less value to undeploy in order to free space for the new application.

There exist some mechanisms that might be adapted for dynamic deployment of applications in virtual clusters, but
with various difficulties. Some of them (e.g., apt [10] and rpm [11]) are system-dependent; some (e.g., CDL [12]) are not
professional for application deployment; some (ant [13], DistAnt [14], DeployWare [15] and tcl [16]) are not suitable for
complex scenarios, such as efficiently describing, deploying, and maintaining a large number of applications in Grid.

Besides TopCluster and the value-based strategy for the dynamic deployment of virtual machines and applications, we
also propose, in this paper, an Application Deployment Description Language (ADDL). ADDL is based on the Extensible
Markup Language (XML) [17], and it defines a set of elements to describe properties, the installation procedure, and config-
uration operations for scientific applications. ADDL also is of the following important characteristics: system-independency,
reusability, parameterization, localization, and parallelization.

A prototype system has been developed to verify our TopCluster model. A set of experiments was conducted by replaying
a real workload trace. Experimental results show that TopCluster can more efficiently utilize resources than the other two
models: PCluster and Vcluster.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we discuss the architecture of TopCluster and its major
components. Section 3 presents the value-based deployment strategy. Section 4 presents the detailed design and definition
of ADDL. The prototype system of TopCluster is described in Section 5. Section 6 presents the setting of experiments.
Experimental results are discussed in Section 7. Related work is given in Section 8, and we draw a conclusion in Section 9.
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Fig. 1. Three cluster management models in Grid. The gray components are newly added to the current model, compared with the model on the left.

2. Architecture of TopCluster

Most existing Grids (e.g., OSG [18], TeraGrid [19], and ChinaGrid [20,22]) rely on clusters to perform actual computations;
a Grid system integrates its clusters into its infrastructure and makes the infrastructure available for users, in which case,
a resource management mechanism is usually required. In this section, we describe three different models/mechanisms
for resource (cluster) management, one of which is our TopCluster, and the other two (PCluster and VCluster) are also
introduced for comparison purpose. Their architectures are presented in Fig. 1.

2.1. PCluster model

Before virtualization technologies were used in Grids, clusters were integrated by deploying a Grid resource controller (e.g.,
GRAM of Globus Toolkits) on each of the front nodes of each physical cluster, as shown in Fig. 1(A). The Grid Middleware
passes a user request to the Grid Resource Controller, which then submits the request to the Physical Cluster Scheduler (e.g.,
OpenPBS). The scheduler is responsible for allocating resources for the request, starting and monitoring user requested
jobs.

However, as previously discussed in Section 1, the PCluster model is not flexible enough to meet user requirements;
users in Grid may need resources with some specific operating systems, which may not be supported by physical resources.
In this case, a user’s job may be rejected or has to wait until resources with proper operating systems are available.

2.2. VCluster model

Because of many advantages of virtualization technologies, virtual clusters tend to be a trend in Grids. The VCluster
model is one of the models which takes advantage of these technologies and is based on virtual clusters. As shown in
Fig. 1(B), to compare with PCluster, several new components (highlighted with darker color) are added to VCluster and
the major differences between these two models are summarized as follows: (1) A Virtual Cluster Manager is added to the
physical cluster front. When a user request submitted through the Grid Middleware comes in, the Virtual Cluster Manager
dynamically creates (the fat hollow arrows in Fig. 1(B)) a qualified virtual cluster by orchestrating Virtual Machine Monitors
(VMM, e.g., VMware and Xen) on a set of Physical Cluster Nodes. (2) The Grid Resource Controller is moved from the physical
cluster (PCluster) to the dynamically created virtual cluster (VCluster). When a virtual cluster is successfully constructed,
the Grid Resource Controller and the Virtual Cluster Scheduler are deployed on the virtual cluster front node. The Grid Resource
Controller also has to register itself to the Grid Middleware so that the Grid Middleware is informed of the availability of
new resources. (3) The Grid Middleware submits (the thin arrows in Fig. 1(B)) user requests to the Grid Resource Controller
deployed on the virtual cluster front instead of the physical cluster front (PCluster).

The drawback of VCluster is that virtual machines in VCluster may cause some overhead. Therefore, the system perfor-
mance may be degraded. To reduce the overhead, the unnecessary virtualization should be avoided.

2.3. TopCluster

Our TopCluster model, as shown in Fig. 1(C), utilizes the advantages of PCluster and VCluster and overcomes their
shortcomings. It is composed of four modules: Scheduler Management, Virtual Machine Management, Application Deployment
Management, and TopCluster Master.
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• TopCluster Master: is a backend progress and responsible for orchestrating the other three modules.
• Scheduler Management: contains a Scheduler manager, which is in charge of managing jobs (see thin arrows in Fig. 1(C))

and interacting with Cluster Scheduler.
• Virtual Machine Management: is composed of a manager and a group of agents. The manager is installed in the Physical

Cluster Front. The agents are on the Physical Cluster Node. This module is responsible for the deployment and undeploy-
ment of virtual machines on physical nodes (see fat hollow arrows in Fig. 1(C)).

• Application Deployment Management: is also composed of a manager and a group of agents. The manager is installed in
the Physical Cluster Front. The agents are on the Virtual Cluster Node. This module is responsible for the deployment and
undeployment of applications on computing nodes (see fat solid arrows in Fig. 1(C)).

When a new request from the Grid Middleware arrives, the Grid Resource Controller passes it to the TopCluster Master,
which manages the request during its whole lifetime. TopCluster takes the following four steps to handle a user request.

First, TopCluster Master calls Scheduler Management to allocate resources for the user request. If the available physical
resources are qualified for the request, the physical resources are directly allocated. Otherwise, Scheduler Management selects
some nodes of the physical cluster by starting a placeholder job on them. Then, Virtual Machine Management starts booting
virtual machines on the selected physical nodes. Each virtual machine can be considered as a virtual node. For a job which
needs N nodes, N virtual machines will be created. And the N virtual machines will be organized as a virtual cluster to
specially run the application. When there is not enough disk space to accommodate a new virtual machine, our value-based
strategy (Section 2) is invoked by Virtual Machine Manager to undeploy some virtual machines with less value in order to
free space for the new virtual machine.

Second, after the virtual nodes are all successfully booted, Application Deployment Management edits application de-
ployment documents to describe automatic deployment operations required to be executed on the virtual nodes. These
documents, defined with ADDL (Section 4), are then sent to the virtual nodes by Application Deployment Manager. According
to the information contained in the documents, application packages are downloaded from a central application repository,
and then automatically installed and configured on the virtual nodes by Application Deployment Agent. When there is no
enough space for a new application, our value-based strategy (Section 3) is called by Application Deployment Manager to
properly undeploy some applications with less value to free space so that the newly requested application can be accom-
modated.

Third, Scheduler Management obtains information about the selected virtual nodes from Application Deployment Manage-
ment. It registers virtual nodes to Cluster Scheduler, and then submits the user job to Cluster Scheduler. Cluster Scheduler then
allocates the registered virtual nodes for the user job and starts it.

Last, when the user job exits, Scheduler Management unregisters the related virtual nodes and stops the placeholder job
(started in the first step). Virtual Machine Management is then invoked to destroy or suspend the related virtual machines.

Compared with the other two models (PCluster and VCluster), TopCluster has the following three features: (1) TopCluster
closely combines the physical cluster and the virtual cluster. As opposed to VCluster, TopCluster relies on single Cluster
Scheduler (e.g., OpenPBS [1]) on the physical cluster to schedule jobs and manage all (physical and virtual) resources. For
the VCluster, each virtual cluster contains its own virtual front node. On each virtual front node, there deploys a cluster
scheduler (e.g., OpenPBS [1]), which is specially for the virtual cluster. While, for the TopCluster, there is no cluster scheduler
(e.g., OpenPBS [1]) on any virtual node. All the virtual nodes and physical nodes are managed by the single cluster scheduler
(e.g., OpenPBS [1]) deployed on the front node of the physical cluster. This feature is named Hybrid Batch System (HyBS) in
this paper. If the physical resources are qualified for a user request, they can be directly allocated and therefore virtualization
overhead can be avoided. Otherwise, TopCluster dynamically deploys customized virtual clusters for the request. The virtual
nodes are dynamically registered and unregistered to Cluster Scheduler.

The deployment frequency of virtual machines is determined by the scale of resources and the requirements of jobs.
The less is the number of a specific operating system, the bigger is the probability of deploying a virtual machine with the
specific system. If there are more jobs request for a specific operating system, the bigger is the probability of deploying a
virtual machine with the specific system.

The deployment frequency of an application is determined by the number of resources it has been deployed on and the
requirements of jobs. The more physical and virtual resources a specific application has been deployed on, the less is the
probability of deploying the application. If there are more jobs request for a specific application, the bigger is the probability
of deploying the application.

In the experiment, the scale of the physical resources and the initial deployment of application are fixed. The deploy-
ment frequency of virtual machines and applications are mainly influenced by the requirements of jobs, which are then
determined by the workload trace [30] from Los Alamos National Lab.

3. Value-based deployment strategy

Reducing overhead caused by the dynamic deployment of virtual machines and applications is an issue that has to be
dealt with by TopCluster. This is because resource virtualization and dynamic application deployment are two important
features of TopCluster; however, both of them can cause some overhead and therefore degrade the overall system perfor-
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mance. Therefore, in order to reduce the overhead and improve the system performance, we, in this section, introduce our
value-based strategy, which is particularly proposed for TopCluster.

3.1. Virtual machine deployment strategy

TopCluster exploits the Virtual Machine Cache Pool (VMCP) to enable the reusability of virtual machines and applications.
VMCP is co-located with Virtual Machine Manager (Fig. 1(C)) and also maintained by it. When a Grid job requests resources,
requirements for virtual machines are extracted from its JSDL [21] document and then are passed to Virtual Machine Manager.
Virtual Machine Manager searches VMCP for qualified virtual machines, which should at least meet the hard requirements
(e.g., CPU number, operating system) of the Grid job. It’s preferred, but not enforced to meet the soft requirements (e.g.,
deployed applications) though. If the number of qualified virtual machines is less than the number of requested virtual
machines, Virtual Machine Manager then informs the Virtual Machine Agents on the physical nodes to create virtual machines
for the job.

When a Grid job is terminated, its corresponding virtual machines are suspended, rather than destroyed. Their handlers
are cached in VMCP for future potential reuse. An expiration time is set for each virtual machine in VMCP, which determines
when a virtual machine is not reusable anymore, and therefore should be destroyed. If no virtual machine is expired and the
free space on the (limited) local disk of a physical host is not enough to accommodate a new virtual machine, then virtual
machines with minimum value are selected from VMCP to be destroyed to free space for the new virtual machine. As the
following expression shows, the value of the jth virtual machine is defined as the sum of the values of all the applications
deployed on it. How to decide the value of an application is discussed in the next subsection.

Valuevm
j =

K∑
k=1

B j
kValueapp

k ,

B j
k =

{
1 the kth has been deployed on the jth virtual machine,

0 the kth is not deployed on the jth virtual machine
(1)

where K is the total number of applications in the central application repository.

3.2. Application deployment strategy

Since virtual machines can be reused in TopCluster, as previously discussed, it is then necessary to have a strategy for
dynamic deployment of applications. Each virtual machine usually has its own virtual disks, which are one or more files
located in the host system. However, the space restrictions of the virtual disks are specified when these virtual machines
are created. These limitations are fixed and cannot be revised after the virtual machines are booted. Therefore, if a virtual
machine is reused for a number of times or large size applications are deployed, its virtual disks may be filled up. In order
to deploy a new application, some older applications have to be undeployed to free disk space. We therefore need a strategy
to determine what applications should be undeployed in such situations.

The objective of an application deployment strategy is to choose proper applications to undeploy in order to minimize the
overhead caused by application deployment. To design a good deployment strategy for TopCluster, the following three factors
must be taken into account: package sizes, access frequencies, and replica numbers of applications. During the procedure
of deployment, an application may need to be downloaded, unpackaged, uncompressed, copied, compiled, installed, and
configured. For an application with larger size, it is more likely to take a longer time to deploy it. Therefore, it is preferred
to undeploy applications with smaller sizes to minimize the deployment overhead. Besides, a frequently-accessed application
(a hot application) might be requested in a short time after it is undeployed, and undeploying a hot application may cause
more significant overhead than undeploying a rarely-accessed application. So, it is preferred to undeploy a rarely-accessed
application instead of a hot application. Additionally, if an application has been deployed on many resources, there would
be less opportunity to deploy it when the application is requested. Therefore, this kind of application should be considered
to be undeployed.

In the case that a new application needs to be deployed on a resource, but there is no sufficient free space available,
Application Deployment Manager exploits the application deployment strategy to select older applications with minimum
value to undeploy. The rest of this section describes how to determine the value of an application.

Let Fi be the access frequency of the ith application, N be the total number of applications, and Pi be the probability
that a request is for the ith application. Then Pi can be defined as the following expression:

Pi = Fi∑N
k=1(Fk)

. (2)

Let Di be the overhead caused by deploying the ith application. As mentioned previously, during its deployment the
application may need to be downloaded, unpackaged, uncompressed, copied, compiled, installed, and configured and the
size of the application significantly impacts the deployment overhead. Therefore, Di can be considered as a function of the
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application size. In other words, Di increases along with the increase of the size of an application in most cases. To simplify
the problem, Di can be estimated using the following expression:

Di = αi × fdownload(sizei) + βi × funpackage(sizei) + χi × funcompress(sizei) + δi × fcopy(sizei)

+ εi × fcompile(sizei) + φi × f install(sizei) + ϕi × fconfigure(sizei) + γi . (3)

In the above expression, the six f×××(sizei) are the functions used to calculate the time to download, unpackage, un-
compress, copy, compile, install, and configure the ith application, respectively. These functions are statically set and the
same for all applications. A set of coefficients (i.e., αi , βi , χi , δi , εi , φi , ϕi and γi) is also statically set for the ith application
to adjust the time obtained with the six f×××(sizei) for the ith application.

Let Mi be the replica number of the ith application deployed in all existing virtual machines. Then, the value of the ith
application is defined as the following expression. Recall that our value-based strategy selects applications with less value
to free space so that a new application can be accommodated. In other words, if the package size of an application is small
(small Di ), its access frequency is low (low Pi ), and its replica number is large (large Mi), then this application would be a
candidate to undeploy

Valueapp
i = Di × Pi

Mi
. (4)

4. Application Deployment Description Language (ADDL)

ADDL is an XML-based language designed to provide a system-independent description approach for application deploy-
ment operations. It is exploited in TopCluster to define application deployment template and application deployment document.
Each application has a static Application deployment template to define its installation and configuration. Each application
deployment document is a runtime document, generated by instantiating the Application deployment template according to a
user request and the local setting of a virtual node. Due to diverse requirements of scientific computation (most Grid appli-
cations are developed for scientific researches) and flexible software development, ADDL is expected to have the following
important features: system-independency, parameterization, reusability, localization, and parallelization, each of which is
described in the rest of the section.

4.1. System-independency

Applications could be very diverse with regard to their programming language, compatible platform, dependent software,
installation and configuration method, and execution environment. To construct a proper execution environment for diverse
applications, ADDL documents need to be recognizable for various systems. XML is able “to share information between
different kinds of computers, different applications, and different organizations without needing to pass through many layers
of conversion” [23]. So, it is selected as the foundation of ADDL. With different parsers for different operating systems, ADDL
can be easily transplanted into them, and therefore it is system-independent.

4.2. Parameterization

Some information required in the application deployment template (e.g., the identification number of a job) is unknown
until runtime, which therefore has to be represented by a temporary variable in an ADDL document. During runtime, when
the required information is available, the temporary variable is populated by its actual information as a value of the variable.
The variable is defined as a property in ADDL:

<properties>
<property name=”arch” value=”x86”/>

</properties>

Some repeatedly-used information can also take advantage of parameterization. Temporary variables (properties in ADDL)
can be used and then populated with actual values during runtime. By doing so, administrators are able to modify values
of the variables conveniently.

Other than user-defined properties, ADDL also specifies some internal/pre-defined properties for special purposes. For
example, dependency relationships between applications are recorded in the property “software.require”:

<properties>
<group name=”software”>

<property name=”require” value=”mpich2”/>
</group>

</properties>
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4.3. Reusability

Generally, reusability is very helpful to rapidly develop, modify, and maintain a software project. In our context, high
reusability can also bring benefits to describe application deployment from the following several aspects:

(1) Reusability across different applications
Although application deployment templates are rarely completely identical to each other, they often share common frag-

ments. For example, many applications for Linux have the common installation procedure: “configure; make; make install;”.
It is more convenient to call a predefined procedure instead of repeatedly copying the sequential operations: “configure;
make; make install;” for each application. When the above installation procedure needs to be changed to “configure –
prefix=/home/program; make; make install;”, the administrator only needs to modify the predefined procedure without
bothering to check all applications. An element “import” is specified in ADDL for the convenience of importing a common
procedure library to an application. The example below describes a situation of importing the “InstallScript” action from the
common procedure library rpm. ADDL:

<import>
<library>

/home/Application/Library/rpm.ADDL
</library>
<actionpath>

/top/InstallScript
</actionpath>

</import>

(2) Reusability across different versions of a single application
For the multiple versions of a single application, their application deployment templates may be highly similar to each

other; an updated version of the application may highly duplicate its old version with only a few modifications. It is better
to let the updated version inherit the part that is common with its old version. Element “extend”, specified in ADDL, is used
in such a case to import an ADDL document of the old version (e.g., 1.0) to the updated version (e.g., 2.0) of the application
(e.g., MPICH2 [24]):

<extend>
/home/Application/MPICH2/1.0/linux.ADDL

</extend>

The contents (e.g., version 1.0 of MPICH2) imported by “extend” cannot replace the contents with the same element
name in the current ADDL document (e.g., version 2.0 of MPICH2). Therefore, the new deployment operations of version 2.0
of MPICH2 can cover the original deployment operations of version 1.0 of MPICH2. “extend” can be used to presents the
inheritance relationship between ADDL documents.

(3) Reusability within a single ADDL document
A segment of a configuration procedure can be extracted from the original procedure and form a sub-procedure. With

the mechanism, multiple procedures can share sub-procedures, and a complex procedure can be better structured. And
therefore, more readable. A sub-procedure can be referenced in another procedure by using the element “actionref”:

<action name=”deploy”>
<actionref >InstallScript</actionref>

</action>

4.4. Localization

Local configurations of virtual nodes are usually not identical. For example, hostnames and IP addresses of virtual nodes
have to be unique in a local domain. These unique properties (e.g., hostname) of a virtual machine should be saved as an
individual ADDL profile document. This document can be imported by application deployment documents of applications. The
element “include”, as shown in the following example, is used to import a local profile to an application:

<include>
/home/program/TopCluster/local.ADDL

</include>
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The priority of “include” is different from that of “extend”. The contents imported by “include” in an ADDL document can
replace its existing information with the same element name. It is because local settings should be loaded to cover general
settings.

4.5. Parallelization

Parallel and distributed computing are technologies commonly used to achieve high performance for scientific com-
putations. To support them, application deployment documents should be able to support installation and configuration of
applications on multiple virtual nodes, which is the case with ADDL. Furthermore, installation and configuration procedures
may not be identical for each node in a virtual cluster. For example, MPICH2, widely used in parallel computing, needs to
execute the “mpdboot” command on only one node of the virtual cluster. Therefore, in addition to describing the installa-
tion and configuration procedures, ADDL supports specifying which portion of the virtual cluster the procedures are actually
executed. The following is a fragment of an ADDL document, which illustrates a situation that the “InstallScript” action is
executed only on three virtual nodes: vnode2, vnode5, and vnode8:

<actionref location= “vnode2, vnode5, vnode8”>
InstallScript

</actionref>

5. TopCluster prototype system

To validate and evaluate TopCluster, we designed a prototype system, which complies with the architecture of TopCluster,
discussed in Section 2. The prototype system has four modules: TopCluster Master, Scheduler Management, Virtual Machine
Management, and Application Deployment Management. They are all developed in the C++ program language.

Except TopCluster Master, the other three modules obtain required information from a JSDL document (see Fig. 1(C))
submitted by a user. The Scheduler Management module mainly generates an executable job script from the JSDL document.
The Virtual Machine Management module needs hard resource requirements (e.g., CPU number) to create qualified virtual
machines. The Application Deployment Management module completes dynamic deployment of applications according to soft
resource requirements (e.g., scientific application). In the rest of the section, we discuss in detail how each of these three
modules is implemented in our prototype system.

5.1. Scheduler management

Scheduler Management only contains a Scheduler Manager (Fig. 1(C)). Scheduler Manager interacts with Cluster Scheduler to
manage jobs and virtual nodes. In the prototype, we selected OpenPBS [1], an open-source and representative cluster sched-
uler, as Cluster Scheduler. OpenPBS is composed of three components including server, sched, and mom. OpenPBS provides
two approaches to interact with its components: user command and batch interface library (IFL). The batch interface library
is more flexible to program than user commands; therefore, we chose it in our prototype to submit requests, query sta-
tus, and operate on the OpenPBS server. Scheduler Manager has three main functions: Placeholder Job Management, Virtual
Nodes Management, and Grid Job Management, which are described as follows, respectively:

(1) Placeholder job management
Placeholder jobs are used to notify Cluster Scheduler that some resources have been taken by virtual clusters and Cluster

Scheduler should not allocate the occupied resources to other jobs until they are freed. A placeholder is often a very simple
job (e.g., sleep for some time), which usually does nothing but occupies some portion of the physical cluster. When a place-
holder job is submitted to the Cluster Scheduler, OpenPBS allocates physical resources for the placeholder. Then, the Virtual
Machine Management module is informed of the allocated physical resources, and it therefore dynamically constructs virtual
machines. During its lifetime, the placeholder takes a place in Cluster Scheduler and holds the physical resources exclusively
for its corresponding virtual cluster. When the virtual cluster is stopped or destroyed, the placeholder is cancelled.

(2) Virtual node management
Allocation of virtual nodes for Grid jobs is also performed by Cluster Scheduler. Just like allocating physical nodes, Cluster

Scheduler searches for virtual nodes in its node list to match the resource requirements in the Grid job scripts. Virtual
machines are dynamically created by the Virtual Machine Manangement module, and are not permanently alive. In order to
let Cluster Scheduler know when the virtual machines are available, the virtual nodes have to be dynamically added to or
deleted from the node list. These two operations are both performed by invoking OpenPBS IFL [25].

(3) Grid job management
According to the resource requirements described in the JSDL document of a Grid job, a virtual cluster is dynamically

constructed and virtual nodes are added to Cluster Scheduler. Then the JSDL document is transformed into an OpenPBS job
script. The following is an example of such a script:
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#PBS-l nodes= virtual:job000001

As shown in the above example, “virtual:job000001” is one of the requirements that should match the properties of
virtual nodes when the job is scheduled.

5.2. Virtual machine management

Virtual machines are actually controlled (i.e., created, started, suspended, resumed, stopped, and destroyed) by a Virtual
Machine Monitor (VMM) (recall Fig. 1(C)). In our prototype, the Virtual Machine Monitor is the VMware Server 2.0 [26],
which supports a wide range of guest and host operating systems (e.g., NetWare and Solaris), and additionally it can be
installed on both Windows server and Linux operating systems. In the rest of the section, we discuss the Virtual Machine
Management module from these two aspects: Virtual Machine Control and Virtual Machine Monitoring.

(1) Virtual machine control
In the prototype, virtual machines are controlled through invoking the programming API (known as “Vix” [27]) of the

VMware Server. The Virtual Machine Management module has a centralized manager and an agent on each physical host.
The Virtual Machine Manager receives virtual machine operations and passes them to the Virtual Machine Agents on physical
hosts. The agents then call the Vix interface of the local VMware Server to perform the operations.

The “create” operation creates new virtual machine profile files (e.g., “vmx” file of virtual machine for VMware), and
returns a valid virtual machine handler. Except the “create”, all the other operations are performed on a specific virtual
machine.

After the virtual machine is started, it has to be configured properly. For example, an IP address should be obtained by
the agent from the local IP pool of a physical node, and set for the virtual machine.

(2) Virtual machine monitoring
During the lifetime of a virtual machine, internal errors may occur and serious errors may fail (shutdown or stop) the

virtual machine. To effectively tolerate such failures, a virtual machine should be continuously monitored once it boots up.
Our prototype system monitors two kinds of failures of virtual machines. The first type of failure occurs during the boot
time of a virtual machine. If the virtual machine does not complete the boot within a specific time, it is then considered to
have crashed, in which case the virtual machine will simply be rebooted. The second type of failure occurs in the case that
the virtual machine has been successfully started, but Virtual Machine Manager failed to receive the heartbeat signal from
the virtual machine for a specific period of time. In this case, the virtual machine is also considered to have crashed. Virtual
Machine Manager will therefore destroy all the virtual machines allocated for the Grid job and put it to the head of the job
queue for rescheduling.

5.3. Application deployment management

Global paths (e.g., FTP, NFS [28] and local) of application packages can be specified in an ADDL document, so that
Application Deployment Agents can find the locations to download required application packages. In our prototype, application
packages are stored in a NFS directory, which is shared by both physical and virtual nodes. Application Deployment Agents
only need to copy packages from the NFS directory to the local disk of virtual machines.

6. Experimental setting

With the prototype system, we conducted a set of experiments to validate and evaluate TopCluster. One of the experi-
ments (Experiment 1) was conducted on a small cluster with 12 physical nodes. One of them, namely “toppbs”, was used
as Cluster Scheduler, where the OpenPBS server and sched are installed. Another one, denoted as “topfront”, is used as the
central Master of the prototype, where Scheduler Manager, Virtual Machine Manager, and Application Deployment Manager were
installed. The other 10 nodes are computing nodes, where Virtual Machine Agents were installed. The hardware configurations
of the 10 computing nodes are presented in Table 1. Five of them have redhat Linux AS3 [29] as their operating systems,
and the other five nodes have Ubuntu 8.04.

Total of 400 jobs were sequentially submitted to the prototype. The execution times and arrival rates of these jobs
were generated according to the trace [30] from the Los Alamos National Lab. mpiBLAST [31] is an open-source, parallel
implementation of NCBI BLAST [32]. Four different versions of mpiBLAST were requested by these jobs. The ratio of the
requests for these four versions is nearly 4:3:2:1. Half of the job requests were for redhat Linux, and the rest were for
Ubuntu.

Fig. 2 shows the major actions during the experiment of TopCluster. There are four physical nodes with different config-
urations in the figure. Some of them have two processors, the others have a single processor. Some of them have Windows
installed, the others have Linux installed. At the beginning of the experiment, only Node1 and Node2 have App1 deployed.
Three jobs arrive at the system one by one.
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Table 1
Configuration of computing nodes.

CPU model Core*CPU Memory size Storage space Operating system Architecture

Intel Xeon 2.13 GHz 2*1 2 GB 160 GB Ubuntu/RH AS3 x86_64

Fig. 2. Major actions during the experiment of TopCluster.

Job1 requires a two-processor system with Linux and App1 deployed. Therefore, Node1 and part of Node2 are allocated
to it (see Fig. 2(A)). Job2 requires a single-processor system with Windows and App2 deployed. Part of Node4 is allocated
to Job2. Then App2 is dynamically deployed to Node4 (see Fig. 2(B)). Job3 requires three processors with Linux and App3.
Because Node3 and Node4 among the available nodes are systems with Windows installed, virtual machines with Linux are
required to be dynamically deployed on them. Then App3 is dynamically on physical Node2, virtual VNode1 and VNode2.
Then Job3 runs on Node2, VNode1 and VNode2 (see Fig. 2(C)). When Job3 exits, VNode1 and VNode2 are not destroyed
immediately. They are suspended and reserved in the Virtual Machine Cache Pool on Node2 and Node3 respectively. Since
Job4 also requires three processors with Linux and App3, the cached VNode1 and VNode2 are resumed and directly allocated
(see Fig. 2D).

With more and more jobs complete, the virtual machines reserved in the Virtual Machine Cache Pool may be increased
to the limit of disk space. In this case, some virtual machines need to be destroyed according to the principle proposed
in Section 3.1. If a virtual machine is reallocated for a number of times, more and more deployed applications may also
reach the limit of disk space of this virtual machine. In this case, some applications need to be undeployed according to the
principle proposed in Section 3.2.

In order to compare with TopCluster, we also conducted two experiments on a cluster without virtual machines (com-
plying with the PCluster model) (Experiment 2) and a virtual machine cluster (complying with the VCluster model) (Exper-
iment 3), respectively. For VCluster, there is also a Virtual Machine Cache Pool (VMCP) implemented inside to save the time
of obtaining virtual machines, as TopCluster does. The same 400 jobs mentioned above were also submitted in these two
experiments. The one conducted on a cluster without virtual machines (Experiment 1) has the same configurations of the
10 computing nodes as the ones shown in Table 1. The number of nodes where each version of mpiBLAST was deployed
equals other versions. The jobs were scheduled to the nodes whose operating system and deployed applications meet user
requirements. The other experiment (Experiment 2) was conducted on a VCluster. When a job comes, it was scheduled to
dynamically constructed virtual machines.

Strict FIFO was used by OpenPBS in all the three experiments as their scheduling strategies. In other words, jobs have to
be started strictly according to the order they are submitted.

7. Experimental results

Based on the result of Experiment 1, we discuss the overall overhead of TopCluster first, and then analyze the overhead
caused by obtaining virtual machines and deploying applications, respectively. With the results of Experiments 1, 2, and 3,
the overall performance of the three models (PCluster, VCluster, and TopCluster) is analyzed and compared with respects to
their job throughputs, resource utilization, and accumulated waiting time.
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Fig. 3. Obtaining time of virtual machines for all jobs of TopCluster.

Fig. 4. Application deployment time for all jobs of TopCluster.

7.1. Overall overhead of TopCluster

In our TopCluster prototype system, the lifetime of a job can be divided into three sequential stages: (1) obtaining time
of virtual machines, (2) application deployment time, and (3) execution time. The first two stages can be considered as
the overhead caused by TopCluster. From the experiment, we observed that the total overhead of TopCluster is less than
1/15 of the job execution time. In other words, the application deployment and the obtaining time of virtual machines
is significantly less than the execution time of jobs. This is because (1) TopCluster can flexibly allocate physical or virtual
resources for users. The overhead caused by virtualization can be partially avoided. (2) TopCluster benefits from exploiting
our value-based strategy for virtual machine and application deployment (Section 3), which aims to minimize the overhead
of TopCluster.

7.2. Overhead of TopCluster caused by obtaining virtual machines

Fig. 3 presents the obtaining time of virtual machines for all 400 jobs in Experiment 1. From the figure, we can see that
the obtaining times of virtual machines are mostly within the range of 10 to 250 seconds. The maximum value (331 seconds)
of virtual machine obtaining time is almost 25 times its minimum value (13 seconds). We discovered that the obtaining
times of virtual machines of the jobs rarely follow within the range of around 100 seconds, highlighted as the red horizontal
line. This large variety between the obtaining times of different jobs is because the Value-based strategy (Section 3) of
virtual machines can cache virtual machines with higher values to save time.

7.3. Overhead of TopCluster caused by application deployment

Fig. 4 shows the application deployment time for all 400 jobs in Experiment 1. From this figure, we can observe that
the time costs to deploy applications are clearly divided into two groups: the ones below the red horizontal line (the
range of 200 seconds) and the others above the line. It is measured and known that the installation (execute “cp; tar
–zxvf; ./configure; make; make install”) of the mpiBLAST in a virtual machine costs about 360 seconds; therefore, it is clear
that the jobs in the second group performed the installation operations. By using value-based strategy of virtual machines
and applications, the applications with higher values can be cached. The jobs in the first group did not need to actually
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Fig. 5. Job throughputs of three cluster models.

Fig. 6. Resource utilities of three cluster models.

perform the installation operations. These jobs reused those virtual machines where their required applications have just
been deployed.

7.4. Overall performance of three cluster models

Fig. 5 presents the job throughputs in the experiments conducted to evaluate all three cluster models. The throughput
values were obtained by counting the number of finished jobs during each recording interval (1000 seconds). From the
figure, we can see that the final completion times of 400 jobs across three experiments are different. In Experiment 1 (Top-
Cluster), all the 400 jobs finished within 438,000 seconds, which is the earliest. The number of finished jobs for TopCluster is
always remarkably larger than that for the other two models. By doing a simple calculation, we know that the finished jobs
of TopCluster average about 24.6% (or 46.8%) more than that of VCluster (or PCluster). So, TopCluster can greatly improve
the overall throughput of clusters.

The target of TopCluster is to more efficiently make use of the computational capability of the system. The CPU utilization
shows the resource utilization of the computational capability for the three models. Fig. 6 shows the resource utilization
of the three experiments. Similar to the throughput (Fig. 5), the resource utilization was measured for each interval of
1000 seconds. The resource utilization equals the ratio of the occupied processors to the total processors in a cluster. To
underline the trends of variations in three experiments, the figure gives the accumulated value of resource utilization. As
shown in the figure, the makespans of the three experiments are different, which also can be observed in Fig. 5. The
processor utility of TopCluster averages around 26.3% (or 110.6%) higher than that of VCluster (or PCluster).

Fig. 7 shows the waiting time of all the 400 jobs in the three experiments. It is clear that the jobs in TopCluster received
generally shorter waiting times than the other two models. The accumulated waiting times of TopCluster averages 35.1% (or
56.1%) lower than that of VCluster (or PCluster). So, TopCluster can significantly reduce the waiting time of jobs.
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Fig. 7. Accumulated waiting time of all 400 jobs across three models.

In the experiments, 400 jobs are submitted to the three models. From Fig. 7, it can be seen that the waiting times of jobs
increase steadily, and the system is busy all the time except in the beginning. At the beginning of the test (the beginning 50
jobs), the clusters are empty. Therefore, the waiting times of jobs are very short. Since the jobs need some time to complete,
the clusters will be occupied by the started jobs after a period of time. The jobs submitted later will have to wait for more
time to obtain free resources. The system is almost always with a heavy workload after the first 50 jobs. Therefore, the
experiment is able to show the response of the three models with heavy workloads.

8. Related work

There are some existing works on virtual machines and clusters in Grid. However, they either only support virtual
machines but not virtual clusters, or only support virtual clusters but cannot manage and allocate physical and virtual
resources simultaneously.

Some of the existing works only support virtual machines but not virtual clusters. VMPlants [33,34] is a Grid service
for configuration and creation of flexible virtual machines. It supports flexible virtual machine configuration based on the
DAG specification of a virtual machine. Nova [8] is proposed to reduce the overhead of dynamically creating and destroying
virtual clusters. Virtual machine technology was originally introduced into Grid computing by the authors of [35]. The
major issues, including performance overhead caused by Virtual Machine Monitor, are discussed in [35]. And their possible
implementation technologies are also presented. However, the above related works [8,33–35] do not support virtual clusters.
Virtual machines in them are independent of each other, and directly managed by Grid middleware while virtual machines
in TopCluster are organized as clusters.

Some of the existing works support virtual clusters, but cannot manage physical resources simultaneously, and do not
support dynamic deployment of applications. VW (virtual workspace) [36] is such an existing work. It is an execution en-
vironment, which can be dynamically created, configured, and managed. Cluster-On-Demand (COD) [9] is a mechanism to
manage dynamic virtual clusters in a Grid site. An adaptive resource management model for Grid is proposed in [37], which
is based on COD. This model creates dynamic Grid resources in the container-level by using virtualization technologies.
Usher [6] is a virtual machine management system, which combines a core set of interfaces of basic mechanisms, clients,
and a framework for administrative policy customization. The approach proposed in [38] creates and manages virtual clus-
ters across multiple sites distributed over wide area networks. A generic infrastructure is proposed in [39] to extend the
Workspace Service and implement virtual clusters for Grid while TopCluster can simultaneously manage and flexibly allocate
physical and virtualized resources.

There exist several approaches (e.g., ant [13], DistAnt [14], apt [10], rpm [11], CDL [12], DeployWare [15], and tcl [16])
of application deployment that are not suitable for application deployment in TopCluster for several reasons. First, some of
them are not system-independent (e.g., apt and rpm are not proper to be used for OSs such as Windows). Second, some
are not professional for application deployment: CDL is a configuration description language, and therefore, cannot describe
executable operations. Third, some are not suitable for complex scenarios: to efficiently describe, deploy, and maintain a
large number of applications in Grid, some critical characteristics such as, reusability, should be ensured. For example, the
grammar of build files of ant and DistAnt is not suitable for complex scenarios, though ant is mature to deploy a java
application. DeployWare also does not support reusability to ease the management of applications. Tcl is specially for pro-
grammers, and too complicated for normal users to master. Fourth, all these approaches, except DistAnt and DeployWare, do
not support parallel deployment of applications on distributed resources while ADDL in TopCluster is suitable for TopCluster,
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because it has the following important characteristics: system-independency, reusability, parameterization, localization, and
parallelization.

The recent researches on management policy of virtual machines do not focus on the overall system performance. Re-
source management policy is proposed by Beloglazov [41] to minimize power consumption by migrating virtual machines
and switch off idle nodes. The decentralized affinity-aware migration technique [42] incorporates heterogeneity and dy-
namism in network topology and job communication patterns to minimize communication overhead. A novel approach
named vSaaS [43] is proposed to provide the software as a service from a cloud computing environment over the Internet.
An autonomic resource manager [44] aims to optimize a global utility function which integrates both the degree of SLA
fulfillment and the operating costs. Different with the above researches, the TopCluster proposed in this paper uniquely try
to improve the overall system performance.

9. Conclusion

Before cluster virtualization technologies were applied in Grids, a traditional physical cluster model (PCluster) was often
used in high performance computing. PCluster directly allocates physical cluster nodes for jobs and therefore it is not flexible
to meet user requirements such as customized operating system configuration. Then, the Virtual-Machine Cluster (VCluster)
model came along, in which jobs are submitted to virtual clusters instead of physical clusters. With VCluster, users are
permitted to choose virtual machines with a preferred operating system configured based on the users’ needs. However,
this advantage is gained at the cost of the overhead caused by virtual machines.

In order to reduce the overhead, we proposed a new virtual cluster model denoted as TopCluster. TopCluster can flexibly
allocate both physical and virtualized resources for users. If available physical resources are qualified for a user request, they
will be directly allocated. Thus, the overhead caused by virtualization can be avoided. If no qualified physical resources can
be found, virtual clusters will be dynamically deployed. In order to further reduce the overhead caused by TopCluster, we
also proposed, in this paper, a value-based strategy for virtual machine and application deployment.

To support dynamic deployment of applications in various guest operating systems, we also proposed the Application De-
ployment Description Language (ADDL). ADDL is an XML-based description approach for application deployment operations,
which supports the following important characteristics: system-independency, reusability, parameterization, localization, and
parallelization.

A prototype system of TopCluster has been implemented. By replaying a real workload trace, a set of experiments were
conducted on the prototype system to evaluate the overhead of TopCluster and compare its performance with VCluster and
PCluster. Experiment results reveal that the average overhead of TopCluster is less than 1/15 of the job execution time.
Our TopCluster model can significantly improve the overall system performance, compared with PCluster and VCluster. The
throughput and system utility of resources can be improved by at least 24.6% and 26.3%, respectively. The overall waiting
time of jobs can also be reduced by 35.1%.

In the future, we plan to further evaluate TopCluster from the following two aspects: First, the scheduling strategy used
to evaluate TopCluster in this paper is the strict FIFO. Our next step is to apply some other strategies. Second, no more than
two virtual machines are permitted on an individual physical node in this paper. In the future, we also want to investigate
the performance of TopCluster when different numbers of virtual machines deployed on an individual physical node are
allowed.
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